"Move from pilot project to large-scale change"

Welcome & registration – Welcome coffee – Opening of the poster exhibition (8:00 to 9:00)

Opening of the FORUM with a High Level Segment (9:00 to 11:00):

- **INAUGURAL SESSION - Welcome address**
  - Mr. Luis PLANAS, Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food of the Kingdom of Spain
  - Mr. Didier GUILLAUME, Minister of Agriculture and Food of the French Republic
  - Mr. Wolfgang ZORNBACH from the Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture of Germany, Representative of the college of national and regional Governments in the Bureau of the “4 per 1000” Initiative, in charge of the Chair of the Forum for today

- Inspirational speech by Mr. Chad FRISCHMAN, Vice-President et Research Director of DrawDown

- **VIP’s speeches**
  - Mr. Kimmo TIILIKAINEN, State Secretary and former Minister of Environment, Energy and Housing (Finland)
  - Mr. Luis Maria URRIZA, Under-Secretary of Agriculture (Argentina)
  - Mrs. Louise BAKER, Coordinator : External Relation and Policy – UNCCD
  - Mr. Pau ROCA BLASCO, General Director – OIV
  - Mr. Rene CASTRO, Assistant General Director – FAO
  - Mr. Hamady DIOP, Head of the Program Natural Resource Governance, Food Security and Nutrition, NEPAD
  - Mr. J.A. GIL RIBES, Président of Asociacion Española de Agricultura y Conservacion. Suelos vivos (AEAC.SV)
  - Mr. François MANDIN, farmer & President of Association pour la Promotion d'une Agriculture Durable/ACS network (France)
  - M. Marcelo TORRES, member of the board of AAPRESID (Argentina)
  - Mrs. Elisabeth de CLAVERIE de SAINT-MARTIN, Deputy Director General for Research and Strategy – Cirad (France)
  - Mrs. Laura HOIJER, Baltic Sea Action Group (Finland)
  - Mr. Félix NOBLIA, Pour une Agriculture du Vivant (France)
  - Mrs. Precious PHIRI, Regeneration International (Zimbabwe)
  - Mrs. Alana LEA, IGiveTrees (USA)
Coffee break (11:00 to 11:15)

Meeting of the FORUM (11:15 to 14:00)

- Adoption of the agenda - Mr. Wolfgang ZORNBACH (5 min)
- Approval of the report of the Forum n°3 – Katowice 12 December 2018 - Mr. Wolfgang ZORNBACH (5 min)
- Annual activity report 2018-2019 – Mr. Paul LUU (20 min)

Where do we stand at the scientific level? (35 minutes)

- Latest IPCC report on land and soil use – Mr. Jean-François SOUSSANA, Member of IPCC & Vice-President INRA (France)
- The CIRCASA Project and the prospects for an IRC – Mrs. Cristina ARIAS-NAVARRO, Scientific Officer « Soil & Climate Change » INRA (France) – CIRCASA Project
- The Activity Report of the Scientific and Technical Committee - Mrs. Cornelia RUMPEL, Chair Person of the Scientific and Technical Committee

Comments and discussion (10 minutes)

Where are we in terms of implementation in the field? (45 minutes)

- What about the soil in the NDCs of countries in front of the UNFCCC? – Mrs. Liesl WIESE-ROZANOVA, Agricultural Science and Policy International Consultant
- The "4 per 1000" on a country scale: what is France doing? – Mr. Frédéric LAMBERT, Head of Europe and International Service – Ministry of Agriculture and Food (France)
- The agricultural world in the face of the change in model: the situation in Latin America and elsewhere in the world – Mr. Pedro VIGNEAU, Honorary President AAPRESID (Argentina), in the name of GCAN
- What role for companies in changing value chains? – Mrs. Dalma SOMOGYI, Manager « Climate Smart Agriculture » WBCSD and Mr. Facundo ETCHEBERE, Director of Public Affairs of Danone
- Result of the first call to projects for assessment. – Mrs. Paloma MELGAREJO, Sciences Officer Executive Secretariat “4 per 1000” – Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food - Spain

Comments and discussion (10 minutes)

- Report by college on the progress and commitments of the Initiative’s partners (5 x 10 minutes)
- Conclusion of the Forum by Presidency (10 minutes)

Lunch break and poster exhibition (14:00 to 15:30)
Opening of the meeting by Presidency

- Adoption of the agenda * (5 min)
- Approval of the report of the Consortium n°4 – Katowice 12 December 2018 * (5 min)
- General matters (15:40 to 16:20)
  - Welcome to new Partners and Members *
  - Approval of the Activity Report 2018-2019 *
  - Activities report from the “Bureau” since its creation *
  - Partial renewal of the STC members on the proposal of the Bureau *
- Proposals of the Scientific and Technical Committee (16:20 to 16:40)
  - STC proposals to be included in the 2020 roadmap
  - Proposals on the vision and mission of the Initiative
- Work programme for 2019: roadmap and budget (16:40 to 17:40)
  - Approval of the Roadmap for 2020 *
  - Meetings of the Initiative (Forum, Consortium & STC) in 2020 & COP26 *
  - Financial and human resources (including information about the Executive Secretariat and its composition) - Adoption of the annual Budget *
- Presentations for information (17:40 to 18:25)
  - Report of the Symposium "Agriculture is the solution! for climate change " in Shiga (Japan) from 13th to 15th May 2019
  - Perspectives for the organization of regional meetings in 2020 (Asia, Latin America, North America, Mediterranean, etc.)
  - Report on international scientific meetings by members of the Scientific and Technical Committee

Conclusion of the CONSORTIUM by the Presidency

End of the Meeting of the Consortium

Closing reception (18:30 to 19:30)